We study a spatial birth-and-death process on the phase space of locally finite configurations Γ`ˆΓ´over R d . Dynamics is described by an non-equilibrium evolution of states obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation and associated with the Markov operator L`pγ´q`1 ε L´, ε ą 0. Here L´describes the environment process on Γ´and L`pγ´q describes the system process on Γ`, where γ´indicates that the corresponding birth-and-death rates depend on another locally finite configuration γ´P Γ´. We prove that, for a certain class of birth-and-death rates, the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation is well-posed, i.e. there exists a unique evolution of states µ ε t on Γ`ˆΓ´. Moreover, we give a sufficient condition such that the environment is ergodic with exponential rate. Let µ inv be the invariant measure for the environment process on Γ´. In the main part of this work we establish the stochastic averaging principle, i.e. we prove that the marginal of µ ε t onto Γ`converges weakly to an evolution of states on Γ`associated with the averaged Markov birth-and-death operator L " ş Γ´L`p γ´qdµ inv pγ´q.
and give a sufficient condition for the ergodicity of the environment in Theorem 2.5. Afterwards we briefly discuss the system and the limiting process. The stochastic averaging principle is stated in Theorem 2.8. Particular examples which show how this result can be applied are given in the third section. The fourth section is devoted to the proofs of Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5. Finally, based on the results of section four, a proof of the main result is given in section five.
Statement of the results

Harmonic analysis on the configuration space
The following is mainly based on [KK02] . Each particle is completely described by its position x P R d and the corresponding (one-type) configuration space is
where |Λ| denotes the number of elements in the set Λ. It is well-known that Γ is a Polish space w.r.t. the smallest topology such that γ Þ ÝÑ ř xPγ f pxq is continuous for any continuous function f having compact support (see [KK06] ). Let BpΓq be the Borel-σ-algebra on Γ. It is the smallest σ-algebra such that Γ Q γ Þ ÝÑ |γ X Λ| is measurable for any compact Λ Ă R d .
The space of finite configurations is defined by Γ 0 :" tη Ă R d | |η| ă 8u. It is equipped with the smallest σ-algebra such that Γ 0 Q η Þ ÝÑ |η X Λ| is measurable for any compact Λ Ă R d . We define a measure λ on Γ 0 by the relation
Gptx 1 , . . . , x n uqdx 1 . . . dx n ,
where G is any non-negative measurable function. Let B bs pΓ 0 q be the space of all bounded measurable functions with bounded support, i.e. G P B bs pΓ 0 q iff G is bounded and there exists a compact Λ Ă R d and N P N with Gpηq " 0, whenever η X Λ c ‰ H or |η| ą N . The K-transform is, for G P B bs pΓ 0 q, defined by pKGqpγq :" ÿ ηŤγ Gpηq, γ P Γ, (2.1)
where Ť means that the sum is taken over all finite subsets of γ. Let µ be a probability measure on Γ´with finite local moments, i.e. ş Γ´| γ´X Λ| n dµpγ´q ă 8 for all compacts Λ and n ≥ 1. The correlation function k µ : Γ 0 ÝÑ R`is defined by the relation ż Γ pKGqpγqdµpγq "
Gpηqk µ pηqdλpηq, G P B bs pΓ 0 q.
2)
The Poisson measure π z with intensity measure zdx, z ą 0, is main guiding example. It is uniquely determined by the relation π z ptγ P Γ | |γ X Λ| " nuq "
where mpΛq denotes the Lebesgue measure of Λ. Then π z has correlation function k πz pηq " z |η| .
Below we briefly describe how this notations are extended to the two-component case. Namely, let Γ 2 :" Γ`ˆΓ´be equipped with the product topology where Γ˘are two identical copies of Γ. We let γ " pγ`, γ´q P Γ 2 , where γ`describes the particles of the system and γ´the particles of the environment, respectively. Similarly let Γ 2 0 :" Γ0ˆΓ0 , η :" pη`, η´q and |η| :" |η`|`|η´|. Define G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q iff G is bounded and measurable and there exists a compact Λ Ă R d and N P N such that Gpηq " 0, whenever |η| ą N or η˘X Λ c ‰ H. The K-transform is, for G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q, defined by pÃGqpγq :" ř ηŤγ Gpηq, where ξ Ă η and η Ť γ are defined component-wise. Let µ be a probability measure on Γ 2 (=: state) with finite local moments, i.e. ş Γ 2 |γ´X Λ| n |γ`X Λ| n dµpγq ă 8 for all compacts Λ and n ≥ 1. As before we define the correlation function k µ by ż
Gpηqk µ pηqdλpηq, G P B bs pΓ 2 0 q.
At this point it is worth to mention that not every non-negative function k on Γ 2 0 is the correlation function of some state µ. It is necessary and sufficient that kpHq " 1 and that k is positive definite in the sense of Lenard (see [Len73] , [Len75] ).
The environment
Particles, in the framework of spatial birth-and-death processes, may randomly disappear and new particles may appear in the configuration γ´P Γ´. Death of a particle x P γ´is described by the death rate d´px, γ´q ≥ 0. Similarly, b´px, γ´q ≥ 0 describes the birth rate and distribution of a new particle x P R d zγ´. In this work we assume that the environment is described by a Markov operator (formally) given by where F P FPpΓ´q :" KpB bs pΓ0 qq. For simplicity of notation we have let γ´zx, γ´Y x stand for γ´ztxu, γ´Y txu. Note that in general we cannot expect that d´, b´are well-defined for all γ´P Γ´and x P R d . Below we discuss our assumptions on the birth-and-death rates.
(E1) There exist measurable functions D´, B´: R dˆΓ0 ÝÑ R such that d´px, γ´q " ÿ η´Ťγ´D´p x, η´q, b´px, γ´q " ÿ η´Ťγ´B´p x, η´q, x P R d , γ´P Γ´, (2.4)
Moreover there exist constants A ą 0, N P N and ν ≥ 0 such that b´px, η´q`d´px, η´q ≤ Ap1`|η´|q N e ν|η´| , η´P Γ0 , x P R d . A priori it is not clear that the sums in (2.4) are absolutely convergent, it is part of the assertion of Lemma 2.2. For the last condition let pR δ q δą0 Ă L 1 pR d q X CpR d q with 0 ă R δ ≤ 1 and R δ pxq Õ 1 for all x as δ Ñ 0.
(E3) For all δ ą 0 there exists a measurable function V δ : Γ0 ÝÑ R`and constants c δ , ε δ ą 0 such that
where Lδ is obtained from L´with b´px,¨q replaced by R δ pxqb´px,¨q and
Let us give some additional comments on this assumptions.
Remark 2.1. (i) Here d´px, Hq " D´px, Hq describes the constant mortality (without interactions) whereas D´px, tyuq takes pair interactions (competition of x with y) into account. General n-point interactions are described by D´px, η´q where |η´| " n.
(ii) For many particular models, see the next section, the function c´can be computed explicitly. Condition (E2) is satisfied, provided d´px, Hq is large enough, i.e. it describes some sort of "high-mortality regime".
(iii) Condition (E3) asserts the existence of some sort of Lyapunov function for the generator Lδ . The latter one describes a birth-and-death Markov process on Γ0 and under the given condition this process is conservative. A simpler sufficient condition for (E3) is given in the next section; e.g. if b´px, η´q ≤ Ap1`|η´|q for some constant A ą 0, then (E3) holds.
We study dynamics of the environment in terms of one-dimensional distributions, i.e. solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation
The latter one is analyzed in the class P C´, where µ P P C´i f and only if the correlation function k µ exists and satisfies for some constant Apµq ą 0 the so-called Ruelle bound
It is worth to mention that under condition (2.6) the correlation function k µ uniquely determines the state µ (see [Len73] ). The next lemma shows that L´is well-defined.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that conditions (E1) and (E2) are satisfied. Then (a) For any µ P P C´a nd x P R d we have ż
x, γ´q`bpx, γ´q˘dµpγ´q ≤ maxt1, C´uApµqa´d´px, Hq.
In particular, the sums in (2.4) are absolutely convergent for µ-a.a. γ´P Γ´and all
A proof is given in section four. Following the general scheme described in [KKM08] , we study solutions to (2.5) in terms of correlation functions pk t q t≥0 . The latter ones should (at least formally) satisfy a Markov analogue of the BBGKY-hierarchy known from physics (see equation (4.1)). Motivated by (2.6) we denote by K C´t he Banach space of essentially bounded functions k on Γ0 with norm }k} K C´" ess sup ηPΓ0 |kpη´q|C´| η´| . theorem 2.3. Suppose that conditions (E1) -(E3) are satisfied. Then for each µ0 P P C´t here exists a family of states pµt q t≥0 Ă P C´w ith the following properties
(a3) t Þ ÝÑ ş Γ´F pγ´qdµt pγ´q is continuously differentiable and (2.5) holds for all F P FPpΓ´q. Moreover, this solution is unique among all pνt q t≥0 Ă P C´w hich satisfy (b1) t Þ ÝÑ ş Γ´p L´F qpγ´qdνt pγ´q is locally integrable for all F P FPpΓ´q. (b2) sup tPr0,T s }k νt } K C´ă 8 holds for all T ą 0.
(b3) t Þ ÝÑ ş Γ´F pγ´qdνt pγ´q is absolutely conditions and (2.5) holds for all F P FPpΓ´q and a.a. t ≥ 0.
Classical solutions to the BBGKY-hierarchy (see (4.1)) with general rates have been first obtained in [FKK12] , [FKK15] in the class of functions obeying (2.6). The construction given in this work relies on the same idea, but we use suitable perturbation theory for substochastic semigroups on weighted L 1 -spaces instead. At this point condition (E2) is used to show that certain operators involved in the construction are relatively bounded.
In general a solution to the BBGKY-hierarchy does not need to determine uniquely an evolution of states. It is necessary and sufficient to show that such a solution is positive definite in the sense of Lenard (see (4.4) for the definition). Such a property was shown under more stringent assumptions in [FK16b] . Namely an additional technical assumption (stronger then (E2)) was imposed on c´; the initial condition µ0 was assumed to belong to some strictly smaller subspace P 1 Ă P C´; and finally condition (E3) was replaced by some more technical condition. Since the main ideas of the proof are the same as in [FK16b] , we do not give a full proof. Instead we outline the most important steps in the first part of section four.
Remark 2.4. It is not difficult to adapt this result for a spatial birth-and-death process on Γ 2 . This will be used, without proof, later on.
Recently, we have studied in [Fri17] exponential ergodicity for a two-component Glaubertype process where particles are allowed to change their type at certain multiplicative rates. In this work we give a general result applicable for a birth-and-death process with Markov operator (2.3). , .
Then there exists µ inv P P C´w ith correlation function k inv such that:
(a) µ inv is the unique stationary solution to (2.5).
(b) There exist constants A, λ ą 0 such that for any µ0 P P C´i t holds that
where pµt q t≥0 Ă P C´i s the unique solution to (2.5).
The proof uses some arguments similar to [Fri17] , but since we work with more general conditions additional technical steps have to be done. A proof of this statement is given in section four. Existence of the invariant measure is obtained from some type of generalized Kirkwood-Salsburg equation (see also [FKK12] ). Ergodicity is then deduced by classical spectral theory, i.e. we show that the generator for the dynmaics has a spectral gap.
Remark 2.6. (i) If b´px, Hq " 0, then µ inv " δ H , i.e. the population gets extinct with exponential speed.
(ii) If b´px, Hq ą 0, then µ inv ‰ δ H .
Particular examples such as the Sourgailis model with invariant measure π z and the Glauber dynamics with a Gibbs measure as the invariant measure have been studied in [Fin11a] , [KKM10] . The aggregation model considered in [FKKZ14] is a particular example where d´px, Hq is bounded away from zero, but condition (2.7) does not hold.
The system
Dynamics for the system is described by the birth-and-death rates d`px, γq and d`px, γq where the additional dependence on the parameter γ´takes interactions of the system with its environment into account. The Markov operator is formally given by
where F P FPpΓ 2 q " KpB bs pΓ 2 0 qq. Since no confusion may arise we also denote by λ the measure λ b λ. Similarly to (E1) -(E3) we impose the following conditions: (S1) There exist measurable functions D`, B`:
Moreover there exist constants A ą 0, N P N and ν ≥ 0 such that
(S2) There exists C`ą and a`P p0, 2q such that
holds where M`pηq " ř xPη`d`p x, η`zx, η´q and
(S3) Take pR δ q δą0 as in (E3). For any δ ą 0 there exists a measurable function V δ : Γ 2 0 ÝÑ Rà nd constants c δ , ε δ ą 0 such that
where Lδ is given by L`with b`px,¨q replaced by R δ pxqb`px,¨q and
Let P C be the space of all µ such that µ P P C iff its correlation function k µ exists and satisfies the Ruelle bound k µ pηq ≤ ApµqC |η`| C |η´| , η P Γ 2 0 . Arguing similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.2 we see that
L`F P L 1 pΓ 2 , dµq for µ P P C and F P FPpΓ 2 q and the following analogue of Theorem 2.3 holds. theorem 2.7. Suppose that (S1) -(S3) are satisfied. Then for any µ 0 P P C there exists a unique solution pµ t q t≥0 Ă P C to
This describes the evolution of the system in the presence of a stationary environment fixed with the choice of µ 0 .
The averaged process
Here and below we assume that conditions (E1) -(E3), (S1) -(S3) and (2.7) are satisfied. Consider the averaged Markov operator given by
where F P FPpΓ`q. The birth-and-death rates are obtained by integration w.r.t. to the invariant measure of the environment, i.e. dpx, γ`q :"
where Dpx, η`q " ş Γ0 D`px, η`, η´qk inv pη´qdλpη´q and Bpx, η`q " ş Γ0 B`px, η`, η´qk inv pη´qdλpη´q. In order to proceed it is necessary to assume that similar conditions to (E1) -(E3) with d´, bŕ eplaced by d, b are satisfied, i.e. we assume: (AV1) There exist A ą 0, N P N and ν ≥ 0 such that
holds for all x P R d and η`P Γ0 .
(AV2) There exists a constant a P p0, 2q such that
holds where M pη`q :" ř xPη`d px, η`zxq and cp¨q is defined as c´p¨q with D´, B´replaced by D, B and C´replaced by C`.
(AV3) Take pR δ q δą0 as in (E3). For any δ ą 0 there exists a measurable function V δ : Γ0 ÝÑ Rà nd constants c δ , ε δ ą 0 such that
where L δ is given by L with bpx,¨q replaced by R δ pxqbpx,¨q and
One would expect that (S2), (S3) together with (2.8) and (2.9) already imply (AV2) and (AV3). Unfortunately we could not show that this is, indeed, the case. Particular examples considered in the next section, however, show that conditions (AV1) -(AV3) are merely a restriction.
Stochastic averaging principle
We consider the Fokker-Planck for the system and environment given by the Markov operator L``1 ε L´. Here L´is extended to functions F : Γ 2 ÝÑ R by its action only on the variable γ´. For a given state µ P P C the marginal on the first component µ`is defined by ż
The following is our main result.
theorem 2.8. Suppose that conditions (E1) -(E3), (S1) -(S3), (AV1) -(AV3) and (2.7) are satisfied. Then the following assertions hold:
(a) For each µ 0 P P C and each ε ą 0 there exists a unique solution pµ ε t q t≥0 Ă P C to
(b) For each µ 0 P P C`t here exists a unique solution
uniformly on compacts in t ≥ 0 where pµ t q t≥0 is the unique solution to (2.10) with initial condition µ 0 " µ0 .
Note that assertion (a) extends Theorem 2.7 since here the environment does not need to be stationary. This result also extends [FK16a] where the system was a birth-and-death process on Γ0 and the environment was an equilibrium process on Γ´. Here the system and environment are both infinite particle systems and secondly the environment is only assumed to be ergodic; it does not need to be in equilibrium. In a forthcoming work we will use the results obtained in this work to extend the stochastic averaging principle for a model where conditions (E2), (S2) and (AV2) are relaxed.
Examples
Many models of interacting particle systems are based on translation invariant rates (see e.g. [FKK15] ). Such rates may result from an idealisation and simplification of the underlying physical model under which particular properties can be studied and observed. However, biological systems related with the description of tumour growth should, due to their complex spatial structure, be modelled by space-inhomogeneous rates. The particular choice of such rates is often based on ad-hoc assumptions and a deep understanding of the underlying nature of the dynamics involved. Using the stochastic averaging principle, we show that such rates can be rigorously derived from the interaction with a Markovian environment. The birth-and-death rates in the examples given below are build by relative energies
where ϕ is a symmetric, non-negative and, integrable function.
Preliminaries
We will frequently use the combinatorial relation ż
provided one side of the equality is finite for |G|, cf. [Fri17] . Moreover by [Fin11b] we have
and λ b λ`tη P Γ 2 0 | η`X η´‰ Hu˘" 0. For a given measurable function g we have ÿ
and if |g| is integrable, then
Let us finally give a sufficient condition for (E3).
proposition 3.1. Suppose that for each δ ą 0 there exists c δ ą 0 and ε δ P p0, 1q such that ż
Then condition (E3) is satisfied. In particular, if b´px, η´q ≤ Ap1`|η´|q holds for some constant
Proof. Write c δ "
and hence we obtain for V δ pη´q " |η´|
A similar statement can be shown for (S3) and (AV3).
Two interacting Glauber dynamics
The environment process is assumed to be a Glauber dynamics in the continuum with the birth-and-death rates
Such dynamics has been studied in [FKKZ12] . The system process is another Glauber dynamics given by
A similar model has been studied in [FKKO15] and [Fri17] . For an integrable function f :
|dx P r0, 8s.
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) ψ, φ˘≥ 0 are symmetric with βpψq, βpφ˘q ă 8 and z˘ą 0.
(b) There exist C˘ą 0 such that
Let us prove that conditions (E1) -(E3), (S1) -(S3) and (AV1) -(AV3) hold. Condition (E1) is obvious with the choice
Condition (E3) immediately follows from b´px, η´q ≤ z´. Concerning condition (E2) we first observe that for ξ´X ζ´" H D´px, ξ´Y ζ´q " 0 |ξ´| 0 |ζ´| , B´px, ξ´Y ζ´q " z´ź yPξ´´e´ψ px´yq´1¯ź wPζ´´e´ψ px´yq´1¯.
In view of (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) we obtain
Hence (E2) follows from assumption (b). Similarly we show that assumptions (S1) -(S3) hold. Namely, condition (S3) follows from b`px, ηq ≤ z`and (S1) holds with
Hence we obtain
In view of (b) condition (S2) holds. The unique invariant measure for the environment is given by the Gibbs measure µ inv with activity z´and potential ψ. Moreover we have
where λpxq " ş Γ´e´E φ´p x,γ´q dµ inv pγ´q. Arguing as above we see that (AV1) and (AV3) hold with
Hence cpη`q ≤ ř xPη`´1`zC`λ pxqe C`βpφ`q¯≤ |η`|´1`zC`e C`βpφ`q e C´βpφ´q¯i mplies (AV2).
BDLP-dynamics in Glauber environment
The environment is, as before, assumed to be a Glauber dynamics with birth-and-death rates (3.5). The system is assumed to be a BDLP-process and it is assumed that the environment influences the system due to additional competition via the potential b´and particles from the environment may create new individuals within the system. More precisely we consider the rates
Without influence of the environment (b˘" 0) the system is simply an one-component BDLPprocess studied in [BCF`14], [FM04] , [KK16] . In order to apply our results to this coupled model we make the following assumptions:
(a) ψ ≥ 0 is symmetric with βpψq ă 8 and there exists C´ą 0 such that (3.6) holds.
(b) m`, z´ą 0 and a˘, b˘≥ 0 are symmetric and integrable and bounded.
(c) There exist C`ą 0, θ P p0, C`q and b ≥ 0 such that ÿ
holds and for some ϑ P p0, C`q we have
Remark 3.2. Condition (3.7) states that θa´´a`is a stable potential in the sense of Ruelle. Some sufficient conditions are given e.g. in [KK16] .
Let us show that (E1) -(E3), (S1) -(S3) and (AV1) -(AV3) are satisfied. First of all, previous example shows that (E1) -(E3) are satisfied. Since b`px, ηq ≤ |η`|}a`} L 8`|η´|}b`} L 8 it follows that (S3) holds. Condition (S1) is satisfied for the choice
where Γ1 :" tη˘P Γ0 | |η˘| " 1u. This gives for ζ˘X ξ˘" H
Using the definition of λ we get
and hence by (3.7) and (3.8)
where M`pηq " m`|η`|`ř xPη`řyPη`zx a`px´yq`ř xPη`řyPη´b´p x´yq and
Using (3.9) we conclude that a`P p0, 1q which proves (S2). The unique invariant measure for the environment µ inv is the Gibbs measure with activity z´and potential ψ. The averaged rates are given by dpx, γ`q " m``mpxq`ÿ 
Concerning condition (AV3) we first observe that
For the last condition we obtain similarly to (S2)
where we have used (3.8) to obtain λpxq ≤ ϑmpxq and by (3.9)
Under the given conditions we can apply Theorem 2.5 for L instead of L´. Let µ inv be the corresponding unique invariant measure. Without interactions with the environment, i.e. m " λ " 0, we have µ inv " δ H . In the presence of interactions, however, the invariant measure is non-degenerated, i.e. µ inv ‰ δ H .
Density dependent branching in Glauber environment
Suppose that the environment is, as before, a Glauber dynamics with parameters z´, ψ (see (3.5)). For the system we assume that
xp`´E φ py, γ´q˘a`px´yq.
This model describes a branching process with strong (exponential) killing rate where the branching rate, in addition, can be slowed down by interaction with the environment. This model is a prototype of a branching process inside a "delirious" environment. We make the following assumptions on the parameters of the system: (a) z´ą 0, ψ ≥ 0 is symmetric with βpψq ă 8 and there exists C´ą 0 such that (3.6) holds.
(b) m`ą 0 and a`, φ, κ ≥ 0 are symmetric, with βpφq ă 8 and a`is integrable. Moreover κ, a`are bounded.
(c) There exist constants ϑ ą 0 and b ≥ 0 such that for all η`P Γ 0 ÿ
Finally we have βp´κq ă 8 and there exists C`ą 0 such that
Then conditions (E1) -(E3), (S1) -(S3) and (AV1) -(AV3) are satisfied. Conditions (E1) -(E3) have been shown in the first example. As before one can show that (S3) holds and (S1) is satisfied where
Then a computation shows that This shows (S2). Let us show (AV1) -(AV3). The averaged birth-and-death rates are given by dpx, γ`q " m`exp`E κ px, γ`zxq˘, bpx, γ`q " ÿ yPγ`λ pyqa`px´yq with λpyq :" ş Γ´e xp`´E φ´p y, γ´q˘dµ inv pγ´q ≤ 1. As before (AV1) and (AV3) hold with
Then for ξ`X ζ`" H we get
pyqa`px´yq and hencěˇˇˇˇˇÿ
A similar computation for D gives, recall λ ≤ 1,
Eκpx,η`zxq .
It follows from
m`e C`βp´κq`m ax
that (AV2) is satisfied.
Two interacting BDLP-models
Suppose that the environment is given by an BDLP model with immigration parameter z ą 0, i.e.
For the system we suppose that it is also an BDLP model with additional killing and branching caused by the environment at additive rates, i.e.
We make the following assumptions on the parameters of the model (a) z, m`, m´ą 0 and a˘, b˘, ϕ˘are non-negative, symmetric, integrable and bounded. and ϕ`≤ ϑ 3 ϕ´hold. Finally there exist C`ą ϑ 1 , ϑ 3 and C´ą ϑ 2 such that
Then conditions (E1) -(E3), (S1) -(S3) and (AV1) -(AV3) are satisfied. First it is clear that (E1), (S1) and (E3), (S3) are satisfied with
D´px, η´q " m´0
Hence we obtain after some computations
In view of the assumptions made on the parameters it is easily seen that (E2) and (S2) hold. Let us show that (AV1) -(AV3) hold. The averaged birth-and-death rates are given by
where ϕ˘pxq " ş Γ´řyPγ´ϕ˘p x´yqdµ inv pγ´q. Clearly (AV1) and (AV3) hold with
Then, as before, we get by assumption (c) In this section we closely follow the arguments in [FK16b] (see also [Fri17] ). Since the necessary computations are very similar to the latter works, we give only the main steps of proof. Let L C´b e the Banach space of integrable functions with norm
Define an operator p L´on the domain Dp
D´px, η´zξ´Y ζ´q
Gpξ´Y xq ÿ ζ´Ăξ´B´p x, η´zξ´Y ζ´qdx.
We will see that this operator is related to L´via the K-transform. L´qq is the generator of an analytic semigroup T´ptq on L C´. By [AR91, Theorem 1.2] we get |T´ptqG| ≤ V ptq|G| and since V ptq is a semigroup of contractions, the same holds true for T ptq. For the last assertion let G P Dp p L´q and set G n pη´q " ½ |η´|≤n ½ η´ĂBn Gpη´q where B n denotes the ball of diameter n around zero. Then it is easily seen that G n ÝÑ G and p
Let us now prove Lemma 2.2.
Proof. (Lemma 2.2) (a) Fix µ P P C´. First note that the K-transform has an unique extension to a bounded linear operator K : L 1 pΓ0 , k µ dλq ÝÑ L 1 pΓ´, dµq such that (2.1) is absolutely convergent for G P L 1 pΓ0 , k µ dλq and µ-a.a. γ´(see [KK02] ). The assertion now follows from the following estimates ż
LG P L 1 pΓ´, dµq. Let pK´1F qpη´q " ř ξ´Ăη´p´1 q |η´zξ´| F pξ´q, η´P Γ0 be the inverse transformation to (2.1). Using the properties of K´1 together with (E1) we obtain Note that L ∆,´k is λ-a.e. well-defined, satisfies for any
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that conditions (E1) and (E2) are satisfied. Let p p L˚,´, Dp p L˚,´qq be the adjoint operator to p p L´, Dp p L´qq on K C´. Then L ∆,´k " p L˚,´k for any k P Dp p L˚,´q and
Proof. Arguing similarly to [FK16b, Lemma 3.5] one can show that
rom which one can readily deduce the assertion.
The Cauchy problem
is a Markov analogue of the BBGKY-hierarchy and describes the evolution of correlation functions corresponding to the Fokker-Planck equation. Denote by p T´ptq˚the adjoint semigroup to T´ptq. The next proposition gives existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to this hierarchy. Proof. Note that assertion (a) readily follows from the properties of the adjoint semigroup T´ptq˚. Let us prove (b). It follows from [WZ06, Theorem 2.1] that there exists at most one solution to (4.2) such that t Þ ÝÑ r t is continuous w.r.t. the topology C. Here C is the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets of L C´g iven by a basis of neighbourhoods with r P K C´: |xG, ry´xG, ky| ă ε, @G P K (
3) and (4.2) we see that t Þ ÝÑ xG, r t y is continuous for any G P B bs pΓ0 q. Since B bs pΓ0 q is dense in L C´, by (4.3) we can show that t Þ ÝÑ r t is continuous w.r.t. σpK C´, L C´q . By [WZ06, Lemma 1.10] it follows that t Þ ÝÑ r t is also continuous w.r.t. C which proves the assertion.
In the next step we prove the equivalence between solutions to (2.5) and (4.2).
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that conditions (E1) -(E2) are satisfied. Let pµ t q t≥0 Ă P C´, denote by pk t q t≥0 the corresponding correlation functions and assume that
Then pµ t q t≥0 satisfies (2.5) if and only if pk t q t≥0 satisfies (4.2).
Proof. Recall that K : L 1 pΓ 0 , k µt dλq ÝÑ L 1 pΓ´, dµ t q is a bounded linear operator. Hence for F " KG with G P B bs pΓ0 q we get L´F " K p L´G P L 1 pΓ´, dµ t q. Moreover, by (2.2) we get ż
Γ0
Gpη´qk t pη´qdλpη´q "
which then implies the assertion.
Let µ0 P P C´w ith correlation function k0 and let kt be the unique solution to (4.2). It remains to show that there exist µt P P C´s uch that k µt " kt . For this purpose we show that kt is positive definite in the sense of Lenard, i.e. ż
Gpη´qkt pη´qdλpη´q ≥ 0, @G P B bs pΓ0 q with KG ≥ 0. Then t Þ ÝÑ u t P L 1 pΓ0 , dλq is continuous w.r.t. the norm.
Proof. Take 0 ≤ s ă t and let F be bounded and measurable with }F } L 8 ≤ 1. Theňˇˇˇˇˇˇż 
Taking the supremum over all such F gives }Hu δ t´H u δ s } L 1 ≤ Apt´sq for some constant A ą 0.
Property (4.4) can be shown by following the arguments given in [FK16b, Lemma 3.18] or [Fri17] . The only difference is that in [FK16b, Lemma 3.18, p. 363] a stronger condition then (E2) was used to prove the assertion of previous lemma. Secondly it is worth to mention that in [FK16b, section 3] a more technical condition then (E3) was used. This condition, however, can be deduced from (E3) by applying [TV06, Theorem 2.2] together with [TV06, Proposition 5.1].
Proof of Theorem 2.5
Using (2.2) together with Lemma 4.2 we see that any invariant measure µ inv P P C´s atisfies 0 "
inv qpη´qdλpη´q for any G P B bs pΓ0 q and hence L ∆,´k inv " 0. The next lemma states that this equation has, indeed, exactly one solution.
Lemma 4.6. The equation
has a unique solution k inv P K C´. Moreover, for any ρ P R the function k ρ pη´q " ρ0 |η´|ρ k inv pη´q is the unique solution to
(4.5)
The following proof is based on the ideas from [FKK12] .
For k P K C´w rite k " 0 |η´| ρ`r k with r k P K where the latter expression is well-defined due to M´pη´q ą 0 for η´‰ H. Using pL ∆,´k qpHq " 0, it is easily seen that k satisfies (4.5) if and only if
It is not difficult to see that S is a bounded linear operator such that }S} LpK C´q ă 1.
Remark 4.7. Equation (4.7) is an analogue of the Kirkwood-Salsburg equation.
Next we prove that p L´has a spectral gap. For this purpose we introduce the same decomposition as (4.6) for
C´w ith projection operators
proposition 4.8. Suppose that conditions (E1), (E2) and (2.7) are satisfied and let
Then the following statements hold (a) The point 0 is an eigenvalue for p p L´, Dp p L´qq with eigenspace L 0 C´.
(b) Let λ 0 :" p2´a´qM˚ą 0 where M˚:" inf H‰η´PΓ0 M´pηq, then I 1 :" tλ P C | Repλq ą´λ 0 uzt0u,
Proof. Observe that p L´P 0 " 0 and hence p L´P ≥1 " p L´. Thus we obtain the decomposition p L´" L 10 P ≥1`L11 P ≥1 , where
Using the definition of p L´we see that pL 10 Gqpη´q " 0 |η´| ş R d GpxqB´px, Hqdx and L 11 " A 11`B11 with pA 11 Gqpη´q "´M´pη´qGpη´q
Let us first show that pL 11 , DpL 11is invertible on L Since M´pη´q ≥ M˚for all |η´| ≥ 1, we obtain for any λ " u`iw, u ≥ 0, w P ŘˇˇˇG
This implies λ P ρpA 11 q and
A simple computation shows that for any
Hence we see that p1´B 11 Rpλ; A 11is invertible on L
≥1
C´a nd using pλ´L 11 q " p1´B 11 Rpλ; A 11 qqpλ´A 11 q.
(4.10)
we obtain λ P ρpL 11 q with Rpλ; L 11 q " Rpλ; A 11 qp1´B 11 Rpλ; A 11 qq´1.
(4.11)
In particular, we obtain for λ " u`iw, u ≥ 0, w P R by (4.9) and (4.11)
For λ " u`iw, 0 ą u ą´λ 0 and w P R write pu`iw´L 11 q " p1`uRpiw; L 11 qqpiw´L 11 q.
Then, by |u| ă λ 0 and
ă 1 we obtain λ P ρpL 11 q and
Therefore, I 1 belongs to the resolvent set of L 11 . For I 2 let λ " u`iw P I 2 and u ă 0. Then, there exists ω P p0, ω 0 q such that |argpλq| ă Finally by (4.10) together with a´´1 ă cospωq (see (4.8)) we obtain I 2 Ă ρpL 11 q. Moreover, for each λ " u`iw such that π 2 ă |argpλq| ă π 2`ω and, for some ω P p0, ω 0 q,
where we have used |w| ≥ |λ| ? 2 .
Let us prove (a). Take ψ P Dp p L´q and consider the decomposition ψ "
nd hence L 11 ψ 1 " 0. Since 0 P ρpL 11 q we obtain ψ 1 " 0. Let us prove (b). Let λ P I 1 Y I 2 and
C´. Then, we have to find G P Dp p L´q such that pλ´p LqG " H. Using again the decomposition p L´" L 01 P ≥1`L11 P ≥1 , above equation is equivalent to the system of equations
Since λ P I 1 Y I 2 Ă ρpL 11 q the second equation has a unique solution on L
C´g iven by G 1 " Rpλ; L 11 qH 1 . Therefore, G 0 is given by
|η´| Then x p P G, ky " xG, p P˚ky where p P˚kpη´q " k inv pη´qkpHq. The next proposition completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.
proposition 4.9. There exists a unique invariant measure µ inv P P C´w ith correlation function k inv . Moreover, the following holds.
(a) T´ptq is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate and projection operator p P .
(b) T´ptq˚is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate and projection operator p P˚.
Proof. Using p L´P 0 " 0 we obtain T´ptqP 0 " P 0 and hence
The L
C´p art of T´ptq is given by P ≥1 T´ptqP ≥1 and has the generator L 11 . The proof of previous proposition shows that for any ε ą 0 there exists ω " ωpεq P p0, π 2 q such that Σpεq :"
and there exists M pεq ą 0 such that
or all λ P Σpεqzt0u. Moreover, pL 11 , DpL 11is a sectorial operator of angle ω 0 on L where the integral converges in the uniform operator topology, see [Paz83] . Here σ denotes any piecewise smooth curve in
running from 8e´i θ to 8e iθ for θ P p π 2 , π 2`ω 0 q. Then r T´ptq " P ≥1 T´ptqP ≥1 . The spectral properties stated above and (4.13) imply that for any ε ą 0 there exists Cpεq ą 0 such that for any t ≥ 0 and
Repeat, e.g., the arguments in [KKM10] . By duality and (4.12), we see that the adjoint semigroup pT´ptq˚q t≥0 admits the decomposition
where r T´ptq˚P LpK
C´q is the adjoint semigroup to p r T´ptqq t≥0 . Hence
This shows that T´ptq˚is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate. Duality implies that T´ptq is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate. Let µ 0 P P C´, µ t P P C´t he associated evolution of states and k µt P K C´i ts correlation function for t ≥ 0. By xG, k µt y " xG, T´ptq˚k µ 0 y " xT´ptqG, k µ 0 y ≥ 0 for any G P B bs pΓ0 q with KG ≥ 0 and the ergodicity for T´ptq we see that k inv is positive definite. Thus, there exists a unique measure µ inv P P C´h aving k inv as its correlation function.
Proof: Stochastic averaging principle
In this section we suppose that (E1) -(E3), (S1) -(S3), (AV1) -(AV3) and (2.7) are satisfied. Introduce the Banach space L C of equivalence classes of integrable functions on Γ 2 0 equipped with the norm
denotes the projective tensor product of Banach spaces. Given bounded linear operators A 1 on L C`a nd A 2 on L C´, the product A 1 b A 2 on L C is defined as the unique linear extension of the operator
can show that such extension exists (see [Rya02] ). For A 2 being the identity operator we use the notation A 1 b ½ and for A 1 being the identity we use the notation ½ b A 2 respectively.
Step 1. Construction of isolated, ergodic environment In this step we study, in contrast to Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5, the environment process on Γ 2 . We study the extension of p L´(introduced in previous section) onto L C . Namely, let
D´px, η´zξ´Y ζ´q (5.1)
Gpη`, ξ´Y xq ÿ ζ´Ăξ´B´p x, η´zξ´Y ζ´qdx.
wise, it is easily seen that Ãp½ b p
L´q " L´Ã holds on B bs pΓ 2 0 q, where L´is extended onto FPpΓ 2 q in the obvious way. Let X :" 
Hence G t :" G 1 b T´ptqG 2 is a solution to the Cauchy problem
L´q this Cauchy problem has the unique solution on L C given by U´ptqpG 1 b G 1 q, it follows that G 1 b T´ptqG 2 " U´ptqpG 1 b G 2 q, which gives U´ptq " ½ b T´ptq. From this we easily deduce that D, and hence linpDq, is invariant for ½ b T´ptq. Thus it is a core for the generator ½ b p
L´.
The following is the main estimate for the first step.
proposition 5.2. There exist constants C, λ ą 0 such that for any
where k inv is the correlation function for µ inv and
where we have used Proposition 4.9.(a). Taking the limit N Ñ 8 yields by
Since (see [Rya02] )
Taking the limit k Ñ 8 yields (5.2).
Step 2. Construction of scaled dynamics
Gpξ`Y x, ξ´q ÿ ζĂξ B`px, ηzξ Y ζqdx.
is defined on Dp p L`q " tG P L C | M`¨G P L C u with M`pηq " ř xPη`d`p x, η`zx, η´q.
Lemma 5.3. The following assertions hold (a) The operator p p L`, Dp p L`qq is the generator of an analytic semigroup pT`ptqq t≥0 of contractions on L C . Moreover, the assertions from Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. Finally we may show the following.
proposition 5.4. For every ε ą 0 the operator p p L``1 ε p L´, Dp p L`q X Dp p L´qq is the generator of an analytic semigroup of contractions on L C . Moreover, the assertions from Theorem 2.8.(a) are satisfied.
Proof. For ε ą 0 and η P Γ 2 0 we get c`pηq`1 ε c´pη´q ≤ a`M`pηq`aέ M´pη´q ≤ max ta´, a`uˆM`pηq`1 ε M´pη´q˙.
The assertion can be now deduced by the same arguments as given in section four (see also [FK16b] ).
Step 3. Construction of averaged dynamics on the domain Dp p Lq " tG P L C`| G¨M P L C`u with M pη`q " ř xPη`d px, η`zxq. Following line to line the arguments in section four we readily deduce Theorem 2.8.(b) and, in particular, the next proposition.
proposition 5.5. The operator p p L, Dp p Lqq is the generator of an analytic semigroup T ptq on L C`. Moreover, T ptq is a contraction operator and B bs pΓ0 q is a core for the generator.
Step 4. Stochastic averaging principle Using the definition of correlation functions and previous steps, we immediately see that the main result, Theorem 2.8.(c), follows from the next proposition.
proposition 5.6. Let T ε ptq be the semigroup generated by p p L``1 ε p L´, Dp p L`q X Dp p L´qq and let T ptq be the semigroup generated by p p L, Dp p Lqq. Then for any T ą 0 and G P L Cl (iii) p p L, Dp p Lqq is the generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroups T ptq on L C`.
(iv) The averaged operator p½ b p P q p L`equipped with the domain Ranp½ b p P q X Dp p L`q is closable and its closure pPL`, DpPL`qq satisfies pPL`Gqpηq " 0 |η´| p p
LGqpη`q, G b 0´P DpPL`q where DpPL`q " tG b 0´| G P Dp p Lqu.
Then we may apply [Kur73, Theorem 2.1] and from that readily deduce (5.5). By duality this yields xG b 0´, T ε ptq˚ky " xT ε ptqpG b 0´q, ky ÝÑ xpT ptqGq b 0´, ky uniformly on compacts in t ≥ 0. Convergence (5.6) then follows from ż
Γ0
T ptqGpη`qkpη`, Hqdλpη`q "
Gpη`q`T ptq˚kp¨, Hq˘pη`qdλpη`q.
Properties (i) -(iii) have been checked in step 1 -step 3. It remains to prove (iv). First observe that Ranp½ b p P q " L C`b L 0 C´a nd hence by definition of Dp p L`q
For such Gpηq " G 1 pη`q0 |η´| P Ranp½ b p P q X Dp p L`q we obtain p p L`Gqpηq "´ÿ The generator has clearly
as a core. Since D Ă Ranp½ b p P q X Dp p L`q the assertion follows.
